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In this way, Omi killed the demon beasts once every month, and every month Omi did his best to kill
them all.
In this way, a hundred thousand years passed.
A hundred thousand years later.
“Phew.”
“I’ve finally gathered 10,000 Hong Meng Beast Cores.”
“These 100,000 years, going to hunt and kill demon beasts every month and not missing a single one,
I’ll use one word to describe it, tired.”
Omi kind of wanted to quit.
It was really boring to repeat this over and over again.
Of course, Omi’s strength had also grown a lot in the intervening 100,000 years.
But it was just that the realm was always still stuck in the pre-Xuan Immortal stage.
“Omi.” One second to remember to read the book
The Nine Dao Demon King walked to Omi’s side.
Fifty thousand years ago, the Nine Dao Demon King had also succeeded in his assessment and entered
the Sky Wolf Battle Team, as well as that Cheng Yu, who had also succeeded in his assessment and was
now one of the members of Team Nine.
They had a total of eight team members in the nine teams now.
“Demon King, I’ve already gathered 10,000 Hong Meng Beast Cores.”
“Congratulations, it’s not easy, you hunted for 100,000 years to gather 10,000 Hong Meng Beast
Nuclei, if this goes on, in a few million years, there will be more Hong Meng Beast Nuclei, maybe, you
can exchange them for a lot of Fetal Pills.”
“But, hunting demon beasts over and over again like this is really physically and mentally exhausting.”
“Then what can we do.”
“Alright, I’m not going to talk to you, I’m going to go and condense these ten thousand Hong Meng
beast cores into a drop of Hong Meng Qi.”

“Go on.”
Omi closed the door and entered the secret room.
Every moment on the Hong Meng Beast Nucleus, there was a trace of Hong Meng Qi, and Omi
condensed it one by one.
Soon, Omi finished condensing all 10,000 Hong Meng Beast Nuclei, and a golden, liquid-based drop of
Hong Meng Qi appeared in Omi’s palm.
“For this drop of Hong Meng Qi, I’ve spent a hundred thousand fu*king years.”
However, the lifespan of an immortal was so long that 100,000 years didn’t count at all, but Omi was
hunting demon beasts every month, not closing down and skipping tens of thousands of years, so
100,000 years was by no means short-lived.
Right at this moment, Omi suddenly felt a tremor in his spatial ring.
“What’s going on?”
In the next second, the former mirror, which had been lying quietly in the spatial ring, suddenly rushed
out.
“Ah, the ex-world mirror actually rushed out automatically.”Omi was shocked, this former world mirror,
Omi had almost forgotten its existence, because after coming to the Immortal World, Omi always felt
that it was not something ordinary and did not dare to take it out and use it.
The former World Mirror seemed as if it was very eager for the Hong Meng Qi in Omi’s hands.
Omi’s brows furrowed.
“The Former World Mirror wants me to give it the Hong Meng Qi?That’s no good, I spent 100,000 years
and worked so hard to get one drop of Hongmeng Qi, how can I give it to it.”
However, Omi suddenly felt inside, a drop of Hong Meng Qi, he didn’t have much use for it, if he took
it to change a fetal pellet, it would take at least 50 drops, 50 drops for a fetal pellet, go directly to the
Immortal Court to change it, very black, but fetal pellets were only available in the Immortal Court.
“Just kidding, I’ll give it to you.”
After saying that, Omi dripped the Hong Meng Qi, onto the former world mirror.
That former world mirror, the sudden
In between, the golden light flashed, and at the moment the golden light flashed, Omi felt an
extremely powerful sense of power.It felt like, this former mirror was a divine weapon.
“Buzz.”The former mirror buzzed, and suddenly, Omi sensed a will of the former mirror.
“Hello, thank you master.”The will of the former world mirror said to Omi.
“Ah, you are?”
“I’m the Overturning Mirror.”

“The Flip Mirror?Not the ex-world mirror?”
“Uh, embarrassing, the former mirror is a name you made up, in my real life, it’s called the Overturning
Mirror, it’s a divine weapon.Do you know what a divine weapon is?”
“Uh, I know, doesn’t the Dragon Palace also have divine weapons, what with the Dragon Sword,
anyone who obtains the Dragon Sword, even a low level Immortal, can possess the power of an
Immortal.”
“Yes, so do I. You own me now, and later, when I completely recover, you’ll also have immortal-level
power.”
“Ah, really?”Omi was shocked.
Omi was only Xuanxian now, and three major levels of Taixuan, Golden Immortal, and Da Luo Golden
Immortal were still separated from the Divine Immortal level.
To cross these three major grades, it was impossible without hundreds of millions of years.
Omi was busy asking, “Overturning Mirror, when will you completely recover then?”
“This, depending on your Hong Meng Qi, I was completely broken before, my previous master he died
and I was left behind in the spirit world, completely incapacitated.However, I wasn’t completely
broken, when I was in the spirit world I longed to see the light of day again, fortunately you found me,
and you also brought me up to the immortal realm and gave me a drop of Hong Meng Qi to revive me.”
“So you’re just awakening now, then.”
“Yes, I’m so badly broken that I’m afraid I’ll need at least a hundred drops of Honmeng Qi if I’m to
recover completely.”
“A hundred drops, my mother, how many hundreds of thousands of years would it take me to harvest a
hundred drops.”
“It’s not much, you should be able to harvest around a hundred drops of Hongshen Qi after another
ten million years, by then, I’ll be a complete divine weapon.Truth be told, I, the Overturning Heaven
Mirror, is in the top ten of the Immortal Realm’s divine weapons rankings, that Dragon Palace’s you
just mentioned, the Dragon Gnosis Sword, it’s not that I despise it, it’s not even qualified to be
compared to my Overturning Heaven Mirror.”
“Uh, yeah?The way I heard it from the Dragon Palace people, that Dragon Gnosis Sword is a very
powerful divine weapon.”
“And yet, that Dragon Gnosis Sword doesn’t even have a ranking in the rankings of all the divine
weapons in the Three Realms, and even if it did, it would be ranked very low.”
Omi thought it could be, otherwise how could the King of the Dragon Clan take it out as his
granddaughter’s dowry, speaking of dowries, now that 100,000 years have passed, I don’t know if the
Dragon Princess of that family Ao Scuttle, has married now.
I’ll tell you the truth, the East Sea Dragon Clan doesn’t have a single Divine Weapon that can be
compared to me. Their strongest Divine Weapon, which is only ranked in the top twenty, is called the
‘Heart Magic’, but unfortunately, I heard that that Divine Weapon was snatched away from behind, as
if it was a newThe strong man who has risen, called what is called the Ten Thousand Purple Great Sage,

is a Hong Meng demon beast, Ten Thousand Purple Witch Demon, that was conceived by the heavens
and earth at the beginning of the world.”
“Er, Ten Thousand Purple Witch Demon?”Don was startled, shouldn’t it be a monkey?Mu Qianji said
that he liked to eat fruits the most ah.
“Yes, the Ten Thousand Violet Witch Demon, he has an intelligence very close to that of a human, and
his body is incomparably strong, capable of sending out ten thousand streaks of violet lightning in an
instant.He’s the only one in the heavens and earth, the Ten Thousand Violet Witch Demon doesn’t like
to eat meat, he eats omnivorous food, especially all kinds of fruits and so on.However, that Ten
Thousand Violet Witch Demon’s nature isn’t bad, otherwise, he might have been shot to death by my
former master in the first place.”
“Oh.”

